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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
RV Education 101 simplifies RV ownership by releasing RV DVD Value Packs
Fayetteville, NC – February, 2006 -- RV Education 101, founded in 1999 by Mark and
Dawn Polk, just made it easier for Recreation Vehicle (RV) consumers to learn about
RVs with the release of three RV DVD Value Packs. Mark Polk, the producer and host
said, “We took our individual Travel Trailer and Motorhome DVD titles and put them
in sets with other titles that apply.” There are three to choose from and each value
pack includes four RV training DVD’s, which equates to almost three hours of oneon-one RV instruction. These DVD value packs provide a thorough understanding of
how a Recreation Vehicle works and can be viewed as often as needed. Some of the
topics included are; operating, maintaining, winterizing, storing, towing, safety
cautions and warnings, and the RV essential items needed for the complete RV
experience. Dawn Polk added, “Not only does this eliminate the guess work as to
which titles should go together, but we save the RV consumer a significant amount of
money with the box set discounts. All DVD titles are still available individually too.”
Polk, who is also the author of the newly released book “The RV Book” offers a free
monthly RV newsletter and numerous free informational RV articles and tips on his
two websites www.rveducation101.com and www.rvuniversity.com He said, “Buying
an RV is a major investment and a new RVer can be overwhelmed when just starting
out, nothing will ruin a trip or a vacation quicker than not understanding how to
properly use and maintain your RV. This is where the RV training videos fill such a
valuable need.” One new RVer stated “When we got our first RV we did everything we
could to take notes when the dealer gave us our RV walk-thru, but with the gas
system, water heater, A/C, water and waste tanks, dumping etc....our heads were in
a whirl! We thought we had taken good notes, but, of course there were things we
heard differently. The line of RV Education 101 videos/DVD's are a must have for
every RV'er!”
Mark Polk is a retired Army Chief Warrant Officer Three, specializing in wheeled and
track vehicle fleet maintenance operations. His 30 plus years in maintenance include
an extensive RV background working in RV service, sales and management. He
writes monthly RV articles for Camping World, KOA and RV Travel. Mark is well
respected in the RV industry, having top RV companies support and endorse RV
Education 101’s efforts for RV consumer training awareness. KOA’s assistant vice
president of marketing, Shannon Scheiwiller who works closely with RV Education
101 stated "RV Education 101 is the industry’s expert voice of RVing, safety and
machine expertise." She further states, "RVers are hungry for two things - vacation
ideas and machine information."
Polk said, “Our goal at RV Education 101 is simple; to help RVer’s until they are
comfortable operating and using their RV and to make all of their RV experiences

safe, fun and stress free.” For more information on the RV DVD Value Packs, or RV
Education 101 RV products, go to www.rveducation101.com
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